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Achieving and managing workplace diversity can be contentious work for employers. As Susan Sturm's recent article asserts, "[e]mployers face legal and political challenges both for failing to diversify their workplaces and for diversity efforts to overcome that failure." Both employers and employees find themselves in an ambiguous and highly reactive landscape that offers little structure within which to plan diversity initiatives. Sturm’s thoughtful article, The Architecture of Inclusion, offers some much needed structure to institutional participants engaged in the practice of making inclusive environments. In this brief comment, we build on Sturm’s work, offering a simple suggestion relating to the practical structure of diversity.

Organizational scholars—including economists, historians, legal scholars, psychologists, and sociologists—tend to view institutional agents in individual terms. These agents are sometimes understood to come together to produce some group outcome or product (as suggested, for instance, by a team theory of the firm), but bringing them within the firm at the start is often thought of as an individual phenomenon. Researchers, particularly economists, tend to look at the hiring decision as an incentive alignment problem that is favorably resolved when the interests of the parties (i.e., the employers and employees) are cost-effectively served. However, the hiring decision might usefully be informed by more than the individual incentives of the parties, in particular by the role of institutional structure and practice. “Most recent treatments of this decision,” to paraphrase Oliver Williamson, “accord scant attention to the architecture of the firm.” We show that one
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2 Id. at 333–34.

3 Advanced by economists Armen Alchian and Harold Demsetz, team theory envisions some technological non-separability in the human factors of production, which makes the product of the team more efficient or valuable than the sum of the individuals’ products. See Oliver E. Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism (1985).


5 Williamson, supra note 3, at 281.
might usefully take into account, as Sturm advocates, the structure and practices of institutions when pursuing "inclusive" hiring (or diversity).6

We consider a theoretical framework of diversity hiring based on the economic notion of supermodularity. Specifically, we suppose a supermodular hiring technology that exhibits complementarity within an endogenous variable (employed individuals) that leads to increases in the marginal return on an exogenous parameter (diversity).7 Simply put, hiring in greater numbers leads to more diversity. The claim is straightforward, but it should not be misinterpreted as an increasing-returns-to-scale argument, where hiring an additional person results in a higher marginal product of diversity. Diversity is a group phenomenon—not an individual one—and one might reasonably expect more diversity, we propose, when hiring agents are encouraged to pursue their tasks with a focus on the hires as a group.

We can represent the proposition more explicitly still. Let \( V(\{A\} \mid X) \) represent a firm’s diversity value of hiring an individual (A), given the firm’s existing workforce (X). If diversity is invariant to the number of persons hired at any one time, then \( V(\{A,B\}) = V(\{A\}) + V(\{B\}) \), where X is suppressed hereafter for simplicity. That is, diversity hiring is additively separable in the sense that the realized diversity value of hiring A and B together is the same as the sum of the diversity value achieved by hiring both separately. While plausible, we propose that diversity hiring may exhibit supermodular behavior, where \( V(\{A,B\}) > V(\{A\}) + V(\{B\}) \), making "cluster hiring" more productive for this purpose than "individual hiring."

We support this proposition with the results of a simple experimental design conducted by Purdie-Vaughns and Walton, where subjects in the control condition are made to hire one individual, and then a second, and then another, and so on up to \( N (=10) \) individual hires; in the experimental condition subjects are asked to hire \( N (=10) \) individuals in one session. Evaluation of the differences in diversity between the two pools of hired individuals buttresses our proposition. We describe this experiment in Part III, followed by a brief discussion in Part IV. First, however, we relate our comment to existing literatures in Part II. Part V briefly concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

To take up this question of why cluster hiring may lead to more demographic diversity than individual hiring, we describe research from studies on consumer choices and variety-seeking in consumer products. Itamar Simonson, for example, conducted a study where respondents were asked to select from six snacks (e.g., Snickers bar, bag of chips, etc.) for their own choice.
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6 See generally Sturm, supra note 1, at 257 ("Change thus requires a process of institutional mindfulness.").

consumption over a three-week window. In one group participants made their selections sequentially, picking one snack in each of the three weeks. In the other group, participants had to initially select all three of their snacks, which would be distributed one in each week. Simonson observed that "respondents in the second group (i.e., those who made snack choices for three weeks at the same time) were much more likely to select three different snacks (64% of the participants) than those who made one choice each week . . . (9%)." In a related study, it was found that as the number of yogurt cartons purchased on a specific shopping occasion increased, consumers were more likely to choose a diverse array of yogurt flavors. These results supported the claim that simultaneous selections yield more diversity than sequential selections.

Both cluster hiring and choosing products simultaneously increase the diversity of the net product, but why? The drift toward choosing variety when making multiple selections simultaneously might be understood as a preference for difference ("Variety is the spice of life," observed Simonson), but it might also be that simultaneity makes differences more salient. Faye Crosby and her colleagues designed an experiment to see if people would be more attuned to gender discrimination when considering cases sequentially or simultaneously. They presented subjects with "a cover story that asked them to act as if they had been hired to find out whether there was discrimination in Company Z." The subjects were to consider several characteristics (e.g., job level, salary, seniority, educational background, motivational ratings) of individual men and women across a number of departments within Company Z. The information about the individual employees was presented to the subjects in two distinct formats, which Crosby et al. called the "Total Picture" format and the "Dribble" format. "In the Total Picture format, information was presented all at once [whereas in] the Dribble format, the relevant information was presented one department at a time." The subjects were significantly less likely to perceive discrimination under the case-by-case Dribble format than they were when looking at
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the aggregated Total Picture.\textsuperscript{20} Crosby asked, "[W]hy is it easier to perceive sex discrimination when one is presented with a total picture than when the information dribbles in?"\textsuperscript{21} As part of her discussion Crosby proposed two alternative explanations. First, people may be motivated to deny the existence of discrimination, and thus may defensively deny inequities when the presentation format is ambiguous. This emotional explanation most readily applies to the Dribble format.\textsuperscript{22} Alternatively, simple cognitive factors may impede perception of inequities when information is presented in a disaggregated format.\textsuperscript{23} This second explanation—the notion that cognitive biases may heighten people's sensitivity to the way information is presented—is the approach we apply to our investigation of cluster hiring and demographic diversity.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE CLUSTER HIRING HYPOTHESIS

One means of investigating the relationship between cluster hiring and demographic diversity uses the experimental methodology of social psychology. By examining the judgments of mock employers in response to a hiring simulation, researchers can control and isolate variables of interest, allowing for some causal inference. For example, a researcher interested in the influence of ethnicity or gender on employer hiring could present participants with matched sets of resumes, which are identical but for the applicant's ethnicity or gender as signaled through some aspect of the resume, such as names, addresses, or affiliations.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, a researcher interested in the influence of hiring structure on diversity could present participants with matched resumes under different hiring structures. For instance, if participants are asked to "select" candidates in groups or one at a time, any difference in their subsequent judgments of the candidates may be attributed to the influence of the decision-making structure.

In light of the recent interest in increasing demographic diversity in university settings, the lack of social science research on diversity and the structure of decision-making processes is surprising. The vast majority of research emphasizes the effects of diversity on decision making.\textsuperscript{25} individual
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\textsuperscript{25} See Anthony Lising Antonio et al., Effects of Racial Diversity on Complex Thinking in College Students, 15 PSYCHOL. SCI. 507 (2004).
and group performance, and group dynamics. In short, social scientists have addressed the question of whether diversity matters. To the extent that social scientists have addressed how to best increase demographic diversity, strategies such as enlarging the candidate pool and improving the departmental climate have been central. Less is known about pragmatic strategies that employment departments can use to increase demographic diversity.

Theoretical models of supermodularity and complementarity, together with empirical research on sequential versus simultaneous decision making, suggest that cluster hiring will increase demographic diversity more than singular hires. When departments cluster hire, potential inadvertent biases against women and/or minorities would be easier to detect, as suggested by Crosby et al. Moreover, people appear to prefer variety and diversity over homogeneity when making multiple choices. Finally, people may ironically adopt a loss frame when one slot for a candidate is available as opposed to a gain frame when there are multiple slots for candidates. This mindset may ultimately lead departments to make more conservative, and thus more prototypical, choices when hiring one candidate than when cluster hiring. For these reasons, cluster hiring may be one pragmatic and important way to increase demographic diversity.

Testing for the effect of cluster hiring on demographic diversity is precisely what Purdie-Vaughns and Walton had in mind in their examination of how the structure of the hiring process might affect the degree of ethnic and gender diversity in organizations. Their examination took the form of a laboratory experiment, which provided both a test of cluster hiring theory and suggestions about which structural factors might be expected to foster demographic diversity.

In this experiment, college undergraduates were asked to act as employers for a mock management consulting firm. They reviewed a set of forty
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resumes, ostensibly collected from junior consultant candidates, and were asked to "hire" ten candidates that would become next year's new consultants. The set of forty resumes was designed to include the same information and formatting that resumes from recent graduates of business and law schools include: the contact information of the candidate, the university from which they graduated, overall grade point average, extracurricular activities, and recent work experience. This information was equivalent across resumes. Each resume was identical in the ostensible status, work experience, and class ranking of each candidate. The ethnic and gender diversity of the candidates varied. The candidate pool—as depicted by the forty resumes—included: 60% European Americans (37.5% male), 15% African Americans (50% male), 15% Latinos/as (50% male), and 10% Asian Americans (50% male). Ethnicity and gender were varied by changing only name and extracurricular activity of the candidate.

In both conditions, participants selected ten candidates to become next year's management consultants. Participants selected a candidate by removing their resume from the stack of resumes, writing down the candidate's name in a hiring sheet, and handing over the resume to the experimenter. The independent variable in this experiment was manipulated by the structure of the hiring process explained by the experimenter, either cluster or individual hiring structure. In one condition, participants were asked to select ten candidates for next year's "incoming class of management consultants." This was termed the cluster hiring condition. In the other condition, participants were asked to select one candidate for next year's management position. Once the participants selected a candidate, they were asked to select one candidate again. This request was repeated until the participant selected ten candidates. This was termed the sequential hiring condition. The primary dependent variables were the ethnic and gender diversity of the selected candidates.

It was predicted that selecting candidates in clusters would generally increase the proportion of ethnic and gender diversity among the candidates hired, while selecting candidates sequentially would decrease the proportion of ethnic and gender diversity among the candidates hired. Ethnic and gender diversity were measured by calculating the percentage of ethnic minorities (i.e., African Americans, Latinos/as, Asian Americans) and percentage of females selected.

Figure 1 shows that the results were consistent with our predictions. The degree of ethnic and gender diversity is significantly correlated with the structure of the hiring process. Participants in the cluster hiring condition selected a greater percentage of ethnic minorities as management consultants than participants in the sequential hiring condition. Participants in the cluster hiring condition also selected a greater percentage of women than participants in the sequential hiring condition.
Participants’ responses to two follow-up questions provided some insight as to why cluster hiring was associated with greater ethnic and gender diversity than sequential hiring. Participants in the cluster hiring condition were more likely to report that they thought of their selections holistically, as a group. More to the point, participants in the cluster hiring condition were more likely than participants in the sequential hiring condition to report that both ethnic and gender diversity were factors in their hiring decisions. There are at least two possible explanations for this, one focusing on the sequential hiring structure and the other on the cluster hiring structure. First, even the most well-intentioned individuals have difficulty keeping track of demographic characteristics of others when making selections one at a time. This may be a particularly important consideration in a university setting, where a series of individual hiring decisions may occur months or years apart. In such situations, the demographic diversity of the candidates and the existing workforce may inadvertently be forgotten. Second, the cluster-hiring structure itself may make diversity more salient to the decision maker by priming
a group frame. These possibilities are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. More research is needed to identify the specific mechanisms involved.

V. CONCLUSION

We considered a theoretical framework of diversity hiring where hiring agents are asked to hire groups of individuals (cluster hiring) rather than single individuals to add to a group. We proposed that diversity would be greater under the former hiring strategy because diversity is a group phenomenon. Finally, evidence from laboratory experiments was presented to support our proposition.

We conclude with three points for further consideration. First, we see real advantages from cluster hiring for employers interested in attaining greater diversity. But, of course, many employers do not have the luxury of hiring in clusters, which may constrain the implementation of our approach. Still, the effects of cluster hiring may be simulated by aggregating or coordinating hires across multiple departments. By exposing hiring agents to the likely composition of the group of new hires across departments before final decisions are made, the priming effect of cluster hiring may be at least partly achieved.

Although developing practices to increase demographic diversity is important, it is worth considering whether some groups may inadvertently benefit more than others. Participants in the cluster hiring condition did not select equal numbers of African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans. Follow-up surveys revealed that respondents overwhelmingly selected African-American candidates in the cluster hiring condition. This was the case even though equivalent numbers of Latino and Asian-American candidates were part of the candidate pool. Consistent with this result, research on corporate transitions from affirmative action programs to diversity practices suggests that African Americans and European-American women are the primary beneficiaries of diversity practices. To the extent that universities and other employers aim to increase demographic diversity across multiple ethnic groups and other historically under-represented groups, cluster hiring may need to be conjoined with other diversity efforts.

Finally, although the perspective of candidates was not addressed in this hiring simulation, we suggest that cluster hiring may potentially improve the experience of under-represented groups in university settings. Departments that hire faculty in clusters provide an immediate peer network system. New faculty may share more in common than mere demographic characteristics. Rather, they may share the experience of acclimating to the department, establishing courses, and developing research. As Sturm noted,

one objective of NSF ADVANCE is to improve the academic environment for all scholars, regardless of gender or ethnicity.33 Certainly more research is needed to test whether fostering classes of faculty over individual faculty is beneficial, but this is an intriguing issue worthy of future research.

33 Sturm, supra note 1, at 273.